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to search for optimal access policies. In section 5 we
consider the analysis of data integration with the circuit
switched traffic. Finally in section 6 we look at the data
performance and compare the approximation results with
exact results.

Abstract
Decomposition approximations have recently been
used in the peflormance evaluation of access networks
such as GSMGPRS and ATM based networks. In this
paper we extend the analysis to a network possessing a
hierarchy of traflc @pes, such as voice, data and
broadband video. We look at dflerent.policies for the
transmission of the traflc, and apply a hierarchical
Decomposition technique to the performance analysis of
the network where necessary. We find that the
Decomposition technique is quite useful in predicting the
performance of networks where video, voice and data
have channel holding times which are each of difSerent
orders of magnitude in comparison to each other.'

2. DLMBS
In this scheme we extend the voiceldata movable
boundary scheme that has been earlier analyzed in [l] to
incorporate broadband video circuit switched channels.
The scheme, which we choose to analyze, is as follows.
The frame structure is shown in figure 1. It is similar to
the Senet frame structure of figure 1 of [l], with the
addition of video channels. As before N , (narrowband)
channels are reserved for data. Data packets are packet
switched with a maximum of M packets allowed into the
system. N, channels are shared between voice and data
with voice having preemptive priority over data. A single
broadband video connection requires b, channels,
defined as a broadband channel. N , such connections are
available for video and are shared with voice and data as
follows. The N,b, channels are allocated to video, voice
and data with video having preemptive priority over voice
and data, and voice in turn having preemptive priority
over data. Since video is circuit switched it experiences
blocking. The total number of channels N , is then
N = N , + N , + N,b, . We also define N , as the number
of circuit switched channels. Thus N , = N , + N J , .
Since we have assumed that video can preempt voice
channels, it is logical to also assume a Speech Activity
Detection (SAD) model for voice (see e.g. [12], [13]),
with voice channels being allocated only for the duration
of a talkspurt. This implies a talkspurt model of the voice
process, assuming S off-hook voice sources. The SAD
model is based on the fact that whereas preemption of a
talkspurt by video may be acceptable, the preemption of
an entire voice call would clearly not be acceptable.
We describe the scheme outlined above as a DualL q e r e d Movable Boundary Scheme (DLMBS). It can be
thought of as an extension of the Movable Boundary
Scheme of [l]. We choose to assign the priorities on the
bases of the mean holding times of the services. Since we
generally have
l/pw>> I/& >>
(2.1)

1. Introduction
Various approximation methods have been used in the
past for the performance evaluation of Integrated
Networks that carry different types of traffic such as
voice and data. In particular a Decomposition
approximation, developed in [ 11, has been usefully
applied in the evaluation of GSM/GPRS (see [2], [3], [4]
and [ 5 ] ) and ATM networks (see [6], [7], [SI and [9]).In
this paper we generalize the methodology of [1J which
was originally applied to two classes of narrowband
traffic - Voice and Data, by including a third category of
broadband traffic that of video. This method has also
been applied to non-preemptive priority analysis in the
case of GSWGPRS networks [lo]. 1111 presents an
overview of this technique as well as a review of different
areas where the approximation has been recently applied.
In order to study the applicability of the
decomposition technique to broadband integrated services
we consider two alternate broadband integration policieq
termed the Dual Lqvered Movable Boundary Scheme
(DLMBS), introduced in section 2, and Movable
Boundary Complete Sharing (MBCS), discussed in
section 3, and apply the Decomposition technique to their
analysis. Although we do briefly compare the two
policies in section 4, our goal here is primarily to study
the suitability of the Decomposition technique rather than
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with l/pw being the mean holding time o f video calls,
video is given the highest priority and data the lowest.
(2.1) is justified in that typically the holding times of
video may range from 30 - 150 minutes, while that of
voice may only be a few minutes long.
The voice and data models are the same as in [l]. We
use the talkspurt model of [I21 for the voice process.
Thus we have S off-hook voice sources; each voice
source alternating between talkspurt and silence, with
talkspurt and silence periods exponentially distributed
with means l / p v and l/n, respectively. We define
p, = Av/pv Data arrivals are Poisson at rate Ad and
service times exponentially distributed with mean l/pd
pd I Ad/pd is the data utilization.
For video we assume arrivals are Poisson with rate
A,, and holding times exponentially distributed with
mean l/pw The video utilization is defined as
p, = ,lw/pw y, is defined as the total circuit switched
throughput: y, = y, + y, , while y, , 7," are the voice
and video throughput respectively.
We now define the following: w(t)= number of
video calls in the system, V,(t)= number of off-hook
voice sources in talkspurt, vc(t)=number of channels
occupied by voice talkspurts, and D(r) = number of data
packets in the system. We refer to V,(t)as the voice
talkspurts process, and Vc(t)as the voice channel
process. It is clear that V,(t) depends directly on V T ( t )
and w ( t ) ,and is given by
Vc(t) = min(V,(t),N, - b , W ( t ) ) (2.2)
Thus we will be primarily interested in finding the
equilibrium distribution of W(t) and V T ( t ) . after which
V,(t) can easily be determined. At any time the number
of talkspurts being frozen out is V T ( f ) - V C ( t ) . If we
assume that the holding times of all the services are much
greater than the frame length T, then the video, voice and
data process can be approximated by a 3-dirnetisional
continuous-time Markov Chain {W(t),V, (t),D ( t ) } . The
equilibrium state probability vector pk,,, is defined as
pk,,,/= Probability (W(t)= k , V , ( t ) = i, D(t) = j ) ,
k = 0 , 1 , ..., N,"; i = O , 1,..., S; j = O , I , ...,M.
We define q ( k , i , j ; k ' , i ' , j ' to
) be the transition rates
from state ( k , i , j ) to(k',i',j'). The non-zero transition
rates are as follows.
k = 0 , 1, ...,Nw- 1
q ( k , i , j ;k + l , i , j ) = A,
k = I , ..., N,
q ( k , i , j ; k - l , i ,j ) = k p ,
i = 0, 1, ..., S- 1
q ( k , i , j ; k , i + 1,j)= (s-i)av
i = 1, 2, ...,S (2.3)
q(k,i,j ; k , i - 1,j) = ipv
j = O , ...,M - 1
q(k,i,j;k,i,j+l)= A d
q ( k , i , j ; k , i ,j - 1) = min(j,jr , ) p d j = 0, .., M - 1
For convenience we have defined j,,, to be the
number of channels available to data when video and
voice talkspurt processes are in state k,i respectively:
(2.4)
jk,l= N - min(kb, + i, N,)

Figure 2 shows an example of the Markov State
Transition diagram for the circuit switched processes
{W(t),V,(t)}, with N , = 5 , N , = 3 , N , = I , 6, = 2 ,
s = 6 . The states in which one or more talkspurts are
being frozen out, i.e. when V, ( t ) - V, ( I ) 2 0 , are shown
by being circled.
Now the analysis can be carried out in a way similar
to the method adopted in [l]. By going through the
Courtois Decomposition technique section 111 of [I], we
can show that by using diagonal folding we get the
following approximation.
(2.5)

Here pl,,,, is the approximation to p i ,,,, . p ( j I k , i ) is
the conditional probability:
p ( j l k , i ) = P r ( D ( t ) = j ( W ( f ) = k , V ,= i ) ,

and

e,,is the marginal probability:

pt,i = Pr( W ( t ) = k , V, = i) = P ~ , ~ , ,
Since the circuit switched services h%e preemptive
priority over data, they are independent of data. Thus in
this section and section 3 we will ignore data, and try to
get a solution for the circuit switched equilibrium
probability distribution
In section 5 we will
combine this with the analysis of data.
We first show that the solution to the circuit switched
sources can be found ex$ctly. We have noted that video is
independent of voice and data, and voice is independent
of data. Now although the voice channels process vc(t)
does depend on video, the voice talkspurt process V,(t) is
: independent of video. This is clear from the transition
rates (2.3). Thus we can write down the solution for the
video and voice equilibrium probability distributions pk,
as pk,i= pw(k)pT(!). W ( t ) simply has the Erlang-B
distribution:
p , ( k ) = Pr(W(t) = k ) =

I"

li!
k! f5pL
i=o
V, ( t ) has the Engset distribution:

k = 0, ..., N w

i = O,l, ...,S

(2.7)

As stated previously in (2.2) the' channel process
Vc( t) depends directly on the talkspurt process V r ( t ) .

and W ( t ) which determines the number of channels
available to voice. Thus the conditional equilibrium
distribution pc(i I k ) pr(Vc ( t ) = i I~ ( t=)k ) is given by:

.
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Where i, is the number of channels available for
voice given that the video is ocppying k broadband
channels: it = N , - b,k .
Having obtained pa.i, we can now find the voice
fraction
4
using
[14]:
clipped talhpurts. This gives
average number of talkspurts

talkspurt

Figure 3 shows the state transition diagram of
{W(t),V(t)} forNc = 5 , N , = 3 , b, = 2 , S = 6 and
N , = 2 . The states in which one or more talkspurttare
being frozen out are shown encircled as in figure 2. 0, is
defined as the following subset akC R,

-

cutout

R, = { (k,i ) :V i E (0,...,S>such

average number of
'=

single

voice

sP'= Cjp,(i)
S

source:

p'= AV/(&

+ pv),

that video is not
blocked in state ( k , i ) }
(3.1)

z,,,

The set of states
E, are also shown. They
correspond to the set of states for W ( t )= 0 and W ( t )= 1
respectively, for which video is not blocked. Since video
no longer has preemptive priority over voice as was the
case in figure 2, we have states between which there is
only one directional transition such as between (0, 4) and
(1,4). This clearly indicates that the Markov chain does
not satisfL the Kolmogorov reversibility criterion given in
[18], theorem 1.8, and hence the Markov chain is not
reversible. Analysis of such chains is generally much
more difficult since a closed form solution does not
generally exist. Hence a Decomposition approximation is
applied to the circuit switched processes {W(r), Vr(r)} by
first defining: a, = p v / p w , and making the assumption
directly from (2.1) that: a, >> 1.

and

is the average number of talkspurts. We

,=O

have used the notation [xl=max{O,x}. The video
blocking probability is the probability that video is in
state N , : PBw = p , ( N , ) . y, and y,, the voice and
video
throughput, are
by
definition
given

as the state space for the video and voice talkspurts
process: 0,= { ( k , i ) : k = O , I ,...,N,;i=0,1, ...,S } .

This provides us the basis for applying the
Decomposition technique to this Markov chain. The
result can be shown to be of the form:

3. Complete Sharing (CS)
Before we look at the data analysis for the DLMBS
scheme studied in the previous section, we consider
another access scheme for the video and voice circuit
switched services, called Complete Sharing. This has
been considered at the length in [I51 and [16]. We briefly
describe this as follows. As in the previous section, let
there be N , channels available for the circuit switched
traffic, i.e. video and voice. The circuit switched services,
however, now have equal priority.

Derivations for the approximations to the voice cutout
fraction 4' and blocking probability for video Piw can
be found, but due to space limitations are not shown here.

+

Figure 4 and 5 show graphs of , +* and p,, , Piw
respectively, for varying voice and video loads. They
compare the Decomposition approximations with exact
results for the small system we have considered before
with N , = 5 , N , = 5, b, = 2 , S = 6 . The figures show
that the Decomposition approximation is quite accurate
when compared to exact results, which were obtained for
a relatively small value of a, = 10.

We now introduce packet switched data into the
above scenario as follows. Let Nd channels be dedicated
for data, giving a total of N = Nd + N , TDM channels.
We further allow data to use any of the N , unused circuit
switched channels, with the circuit switched services
having preemptive priority over data. The above scheme
is thus another movable boundary policy and we call this
Movable Boundary with Complete Sharing (MBCS).

4. Comparison of DLMBS vs. MBCS
Figures 6 to 8 compare the two schemes considered in
sections 2 (DLMBS) and 3 (MBCS). The examples are
the same as considered before in figure 2 and 3
respectively. The comparisons use exact solutions for
both the cases. Figure 6 looks at the total throughput yc;
defined earlier, for varying voice and video loads. The
pairs of curves correspond to p, = 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 for
continuously varying voice load p,, from 0 to 5. We see
that for a given video load, 7, of MBCS is higher at low
voice loads, whereas y, of DLMBS is higher at high
voice loads. Similarly, for a fixed voice load, y, of

As in [I], the preemptive priority of circuit switched
traffic makes it independent of data. Hence the analysis
would first consider the circuit switched traffic and then
subsequently consider the combined packet and circuit
switched scenario as done in the previous section. For the
sake of consistency between the two models, a SAD
model for voice is assumed. Without providing a detailed
analysis for this model here, we illustrate the results by
use of a simple example and summarize the results.
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DLMBS is higher for low video loads and y, of MBCS
is higher at high video loads.
This suggests that if y, is considered to be the
performance criterion, then for our example, at low voice
loads and high video loads MBCS is better. At high voice
loads and low video loads DLMBS performs better.

5. Data Analysis
Having found the equilibrium probabilities for the two
forms of circuit switched policy, we now look at the data
analysis. The Decomposition approximation can now be
simply written down directly from (2.9) of [ I ] as:
p , I , = p : *,,

3

Pr( D ( t ) = j I W ( t ) = k , V , ( t ) = i)

X

(5.1)
Pr(W(t)=k,b',(t)=i) = p ( j Jk , i ) p k , ,.
In the case of MBCS, pk,, is estimated by a
Decomposition approximation 4:, as given by (3.2), and
we get pi.,,, = p ! j I k , i ) p ( i I k ) p : ( k ) . This is an
example of hierarchical Decomposition.

6. Results and Conclusions
We first look at the systems we have already
considered for the circuit switched services given in
figures 2 and 3. We add Nd=3 dedicated data channels,
which gives N = 8. Thus we have N = 8 , N, = 5 ,
Nd=3, b,=2, S=6.ForDLMBS NV=3,andfor
MBCS N,,r = 5 . For DLMBS we assume pv = I and
p,,,= I . This gives 4 = 8.07%, PBw=50% and
y, = 3.76. For MBCS we set the voice load such that y,
is the same, i.e. 3.76. This occurs when p , = 1.17,
resulting in 4 = 7.76Y0, PBw = 61.3%. Thus we note
that as far as the circuit switched performance is
concerned, DLMBS is superior in terms of y,
The above are exact results. If we use the
approximation for the MBCS scheme we get p , = 1.18,
(b = 7.1%, PBw = 61.3% for y, = 3.76. These are
quite close to the above exact results. Figure 9 shows the
mean data queue length vs. data load for the two schemes
under the above voice/video loading condition, using the
approximation for MBCS (i.e. p , = 1.18). For each
scheme we plot three curves, the Decomposition
approximation, a Zero approximation defined in [19]
which serves as a useful bound for the case when a
approaches zero, and simulation results. The simulation
uses a = 10, Q, = 10. As expected the simulation results
lie between the two approximations.

approximately the same. Thus for yc = 19.1 we set
p, = 1.26, which results in 4 = 1.75%, Pew = 55.3%.
Thus we note that as far as the circuit switched
performance is concerned, DLMBS i s again superior in
terms of y, .
Figure I O shows'the mean data queue length vs. data
load for the two schemes under similar loading
conditions, using the Decomposition approximation for
MBCS as before. The simulation again uses CY = I O ,
Q, = l o .
We see an important result that the
Decomposition and Zero approximations are drawn closer
together as compared to the smaller system. This result
was also seen in the voice/data systems considered in [l].
In both figures 9 and I O we make the following
observation. The difference in data performance between
the two circuit switched policies is minimal when y, is
kept constant over the two policies. We also note the
existence of pi defined as the data utilization where all
the curves seem to intersect, and that for pd < p : , the
DLMBS scheme results in larger mean queue lengths than
MBCS and for Pd >p,;, MBCS gives larger queue
length. We also note that the Decomposition
approximation reflects this fact, i.e. the Decomposition
approximation of thcmean queue length for DLMBS is
greater than that of MBCS for pd < p:, and vice versa for
'f:.
In conclusion, what we have seen in this analysis is
that the Decomposition approximation can be usefully
extended to the performance analysis of networks with
multi-layered traffic, each having their own distinct
characteristics. We saw that in certain cases, as in MBCS,
the approximation can be applied in a hierarchical manner
as well, while still giving reasonably accurate results both
for the circuit-switched as well as for the packet-switched
traffic. In addition we also compared two policy schemes
for combining circuit-switched traffic with broadband
video and narrowband voice.
Pd
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Figure 10. DLMBS vs. MBCS: EQD for 24 channel system

